
R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
Co-Ed Beginners 5 & 6 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.   

 No foul shots/ free throws in this age group. 

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game.  All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 8 ft.  

 Defensive Pressure lines are outside of the thick blue line closest to center court. 

 Scores will be kept for the game however league standings will not be kept. 

 One coach may walk the court and instruct players without obstructing play, other coach may walk their sideline. 

 Overtime Format: At this level, only ONE two minute overtime period.  Running clock and coaches are allowed 

one additional 30 second timeout per team.   

 Both teams will be responsible to recruit someone to run the scoreboard. 

 Ball size is 27” 

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit once before another player sits twice, and every player twice before another three times, etc. 

 The bench must clear every five minutes, meaning no player sits the bench in consecutive subs.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.    

 Every child should have an opportunity to be in the starting lineup.  

 Players are expected to be at practice in order to play in the games.   

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged. No full court press at any time. 

 Fast breaks are prevented by the official delaying the dribbler so the other team can recover to defensive position.  

 Backcourt violations are up to the judgment of the referee.  

 Players have 15 seconds to advance the ball to the blue line, up to the judgment of the referee, no stalling. 

 There will be no technical fouls called in this division.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul. 

 We will play 4 on 4. If both teams have six players or less, they can agree to play 3 on 3. If there are less than 3 

players at the gym at game time, the coaches will collaborate to start a game with the players present. 

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play.  

 Traveling will be called, but not every call. Double dribble may be explained but not often called. The ref may 

stop play and explain the rules to the child then restart. A change of possession may occur due to strong defiance.    

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREES CALLS ARE FINAL. 

 

 

 



R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
Boys’ Rookies 7-9 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 Only three coaches are allowed on the sideline during game time.  Two must remain seated and cannot coach the 

players on the court. Any violations will result in a Team Technical Foul. 

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running-clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.  The last 1-minute of the second half the clock will stop on every whistle.  There is a 5-

minute halftime.  

 In the last minute of the second half, when the offensive team inbounds the ball in their half the clock will not 

start until the ball reaches half court. This prevents non-pressure stalling. The 10 second backcourt count will still 

be enforced by the referee. No cooking the clock by calling timeout before players crosses half court. Only one 

ten second run of the clock will happen when timeout is called. 

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game.  All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 9 ft.  

 Free throw line is anywhere in the thick blue line. 

 Ball size is 28 ½”. 

 Scorekeepers will keep score electronically and in the scorebook. Both teams will be responsible to find personnel 

to keep book and scoreboard. 

 League standings will be kept and posted on the website. 

 Coaches are allowed to walk the sidelines near their bench areas and encourage their players without stepping in 

the playing area. 

 Overtime Format: Three minutes per overtime period continuous with regulation clock stopping in last minute 

only.  One additional 30-second timeout per team per period.  Teams play until game is resolved.   

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit a minimum of 5 minutes per half.   

 The bench must be cleared every five minutes per half.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.    

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged. No full court press at any time. 

 Must have 4 players to start a game. The game is considered forfeit if a player fouls out and only 3 players can 

play. 

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play. No defensive pressure is allowed until the ball crosses half-court.  

 Traveling & double dribbling will be called. (Not every infraction will be called, ref may stop play & explain rule 

to the child and give a warning but following offenses end with a change of possession) 

 Fouls are called then recorded by the scorekeeper.  Players can foul out.  One-and-one bonus fouls are awarded. 

 There can be technical fouls called at the discretion of the officials.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul, with the exception of shooting fouls. 

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREE CALLS ARE FINAL.  



R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
Girls’ Junior Varsity 7-10 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 Only three coaches are allowed on the sideline during game time.  Two must remain seated and cannot coach the 

players on the court. Any violations will result in a Team Technical Foul. 

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running-clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.  The last 1-minutes of the second half the clock will stop on every whistle.  There is a 5-

minute halftime.  

 In the last minute of the second half, when the offensive team inbounds the ball in their half the clock will not 

start until the ball reaches half court. This prevents non-pressure stalling. The 10 second backcourt count will still 

be enforced by the referee. 

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game.  All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 9 ft.  

 Free throw line is anywhere in the thick blue line. 

 Ball size is 28 ½ inch sized basketball. 

 Defensive Pressure lines are half court. 

 Scorekeepers will keep score electronically and in the scorebook. Both teams will be responsible to find personnel 

to keep book and scoreboard. 

 League standings will be kept and posted on the website. 

 Coaches are allowed to walk the sidelines near their bench areas and encourage their players without stepping in 

the playing area. 

 Overtime Format: Three minutes per overtime period continuous with regulation clock stopping in last minute 

only.  One additional 30-second timeout per team per period.  Teams play until game is resolved.   

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit a minimum of 5 minutes per half.   

 The bench must be cleared every five minutes per half.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.    

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged. No full court press at any time. 

 Must have 4 players to start a game. The game is considered forfeit if a player fouls out and only 3 players can 

play. 

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play.  

 No defensive pressure is allowed until the ball crosses half-court.  

 Fouls are called then recorded by the scorekeeper.  Players can foul out.  One-and-one bonus fouls are awarded. 

 There can be technical fouls called at the discretion of the officials.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul, with the exception of shooting fouls. 

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREE CALLS ARE FINAL.  

 



R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
Boys’ Junior Varsity 10-11 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 Only three coaches are allowed on the sideline during game time.  Two must remain seated and cannot coach the 

players on the court. Any violations will result in a Team Technical Foul. 

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running-clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.  The last 1-minutes of the second half the clock will stop on every whistle.  There is a 5-

minute halftime.  

 In the last minute of the second half, when the offensive team inbounds the ball in their half the clock will not 

start until the ball reaches half court. This prevents non-pressure stalling. The 10 second backcourt count will still 

be enforced by the referee. 

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game. All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 9 ft.  

 Free throw line is behind the thick blue line. 

 Ball size is 28 ½ inch sized basketball. 

 Defensive Pressure lines are half court. 

 Scorekeepers will keep score electronically and in the scorebook. Both teams will be responsible to find personnel 

to keep book and scoreboard. 

 League standings will be kept and posted on the website. 

 Coaches are allowed to walk the sidelines near their bench areas and encourage their players without stepping in 

the playing area. 

 Overtime Format: Three minutes per overtime period continuous with regulation clock stopping in last minute 

only.  One additional 30-second timeout per team per period.  Teams play until game is resolved.   

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit a minimum of 5 minutes per half.   

 The bench must be cleared every five minutes per half.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.    

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged. No full court press at any time. 

 Must have 4 players to start a game. The game is considered forfeit if a player fouls out and only 3 players can 

play. 

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play.  

 No defensive pressure is allowed until the ball crosses half-court.  

 Fouls are called then recorded by the scorekeeper.  Players can foul out.  One-and-one bonus fouls are awarded. 

 There can be technical fouls called at the discretion of the officials.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul, with the exception of shooting fouls. 

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREE CALLS ARE FINAL.  

 



 

R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
 Girls’ Varsity 11-14 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 Only three coaches are allowed on the sideline during game time.  Two must remain seated and cannot coach the 

players on the court. Any violations will result in a Team Technical Foul. 

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running-clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.  The last 2-minutes of the second half the clock will stop on every whistle.  There is a 5-

minute halftime.  

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game. All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 10 ft.  

 Free throw line is at regulation free throw line. 

 Ball size is a 28 ½ inch sized basketball. 

 Defensive Pressure lines are half court except for the last 5- minutes.  

 Scorekeepers will keep score electronically and in the scorebook. Both teams will be responsible to find personnel 

to keep book and scoreboard. 

 League standings will be kept and posted on the website. 

 One coach for each team may stand others must sit. Both team’s standing coaches may walk the sidelines near 

their bench areas and encourage their players without stepping in the playing area. 

 Overtime Format: Three minutes per overtime period continuous with regulation clock stopping in last minute 

only.  One additional 30-second timeout per team per period.  Teams play until game is resolved.   

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit a minimum of 5 minutes per half.   

 The bench must be cleared every five minutes per half.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.     

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged.  

 Must have 4 players to start a game. The game is considered forfeit if a player fouls out and only 3 players can 

play.  

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play.  

 No full-court presses are allowed except the last 5 minutes of each half.  

 Backcourt violations are up to the judgment of the referee.  

 Fouls are called then recorded by the scorekeeper.  Players can foul out.  One-and-one bonus fouls are awarded. 

 There can be technical fouls called at the discretion of the officials.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul, with the exception of shooting fouls. 

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREE CALLS ARE FINAL.  

 



R.O.M. Basketball Rules 
Boys’ Varsity 12-14 Year olds 

Game Format   

 Referees or Coaches lead both teams in prayer at center court before every game.  

 Only three coaches are allowed on the sideline during game time.  Two must remain seated and cannot coach the 

players on the court. Any violations will result in a Team Technical Foul. 

 A jump ball determines which team receives first possession. In jump ball situations thereafter, possession will 

alternate.  (Repeat this rule in overtime situations.  i.e. first possession is determined by jump ball and possession 

alternates thereafter.)  

 Games consist of two 20-minute running-clock halves with the clock stopping every 5-minutes for 30 seconds for 

mandatory substitutions.  The last 2-minutes of the second half the clock will stop on every whistle.  There is a 5-

minute halftime.  

 Each team has four 1-minute timeouts per game. All timeouts can be used in either half.  Running clock stops for 

team and official timeouts. Teams will switch sides at halftime.  

 Rim Heights are 10 ft.  

 Free throw line is at regulation free throw line. 

 Ball size is regulation sized basketball. 

 Defensive Pressure lines are half court except for the last 5- minutes of each half. 

 Scorekeepers will keep score electronically and in the scorebook. Both teams will be responsible to find personnel 

to keep book and scoreboard. 

 League standings will be kept and posted on the website. 

 One coach for each team may stand others must sit. Both team’s standing coaches may walk the sidelines near 

their bench areas and encourage their players without stepping in the playing area. 

 Overtime Format: Three minutes per overtime period continuous with regulation clock stopping in last minute 

only.  One additional 30-second timeout per team per period.  Teams play until game is resolved.   

Substitutions  

 Every player must sit a minimum of 5 minutes per half.   

 The bench must be cleared every five minutes per half.  

 As a result, every player will play at least half of the game or more.    

Rules for Game Play  

Outside of these special rules, the National Federation of High School Associations Rule Book governs play.  

 Man-to-man defense and zone defenses are allowed and encouraged.  

 Must have 4 players to start a game. The game is considered forfeit if a player fouls out and only 3 players can 

play. 

 Due to the complexity of changing substitutes in a lineup, if a player is later than five minutes after the game 

starts they cannot play until the start of the second half. If a player is later than five minutes into the second half, 

they cannot play.  

 No full-court presses are allowed except the last 5 minutes of each half.  

 Backcourt violations are up to the judgment of the referee.  

 Fouls are called then recorded by the scorekeeper.  Players can foul out.  One-and-one bonus fouls are awarded. 

 There can be technical fouls called at the discretion of the officials.  

 All fouls result in the ball being taken at a point nearest the foul, with the exception of shooting fouls. 

 No Jewelry – Hard barrettes, earrings, chains, necklaces, hard headbands, bracelets, etc.  

 ALL REFEREE CALLS ARE FINAL.  

 


